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INTRODUCTION
During the course of the development of musical in­
struction in the high schools of the nation, the issue con­
cerning musical contests between schools has been debated 
constantly by music educators and administrators. James L.
Mursell, a recognized authority in problems of music education, 
adequately described the situation by stating that, "There 
is no more contentious subject in music education than that 
constituted by contests and festivals, and few about which 
people’s minds are more set in a d v a n c e . T h e  subject has 
been debated just as vigorously in Montana as it has been 
elsewhere in the nation.
Many music educators attributed the rapid growth of 
music education in the nation's schools that was taking place 
twenty years ago to the influence of contests. This attitude 
is best exemplified by a statement made in 1936 by C. Stanton 
Belfour, Executive Secretary of the Pennsylvania Forensic and 
Music League, in which he said, ”'¥e are where we are today,' 
to use a phrase oft J o t te io J  stated by the eminent ^minent 
person^ in American music, 'because of the music contest.
^James L. Mursell. Music In American Schools 
(New York: Silver Burdett Company, 193^)? p. 30^.
^C. Stanton Belfour, "What Have Contests Done For 
Music Education?" Music Educators National Conference 
Yearbook (Chicago: Music Educators National Conference,
1936)7 pp. 3^2-3^3.
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Music contests had their inception in the nation’s 
schools in the years following the first world war, and by 
1926 statewide high school music contests were being held 
in about twenty states. In these contests the individual 
music students or groups that represented the participating 
schools performed and were judged on the quality of their 
performance. The schools were classified according to en­
rollment so that the contestants would be competing against 
those who had about an equal opportunity of winning. A 
numerical system of grading each performance was used by 
the judges, and the individual or group that received the 
highest score, even if by the narrowest of margins, won first 
place.
In 1936 Marguerite V. Hood,3 State Supervisor of 
Music at the time, stated that music contests had been held 
in Montana from 1921 to 1931. The state was divided into 
eight districts in which preliminary contests were held.
The vocal and instrumental soloists, small ensembles, and 
large groups that won the district contests were permitted 
to enter the state contest, which was known as the Montana 
Interscholastic Music Meet. This contest was discontinued 
in 1931 for economic reasons, but other reasons made it’s 
revival impossible.
^Marguerite V. Hood, "Can the Festival Take the 
Place of the Contest?’’ Ibid.. p. 3^5.
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Music educators throughout the country were becoming 
dissatisfied with this type of contest. They felt that 
awarding one first place on the basis of an often close and 
subjective decision was not in the best interests of music 
education. They also believed that the highly competitive 
spirit which was present in the contest should be minimized, 
and that more emphasis should be placed on the attainment of 
higher artistic standards. These criticisms caused changes 
in contest activities to be made everywhere.
In some sections of Montana, small festivals were 
organized in which the competitive elements were eliminated.
No attempt was made at these festivals to set standards in 
either the type of music that was used, or the quality of 
the performance, except that assigned music was used by the 
massed ensembles which consisted of musicians from all of 
the participating schools.
Other parts of the nation did not discontinue the 
contest as abruptly as did Montana, A rating plan was adopted 
for the national contests in 1932, and the states in which 
contests were being held gradually abandoned the system of 
awarding places to the contestants in favor of the rating 
plan. This new plan was a system whereby the performance of 
each contestant was classified according to one of the fol­
lowing ratings: I-Superior, II-Excellent, Ill-Good, IV-
Average, and V-Below Average. Under this plan, no contestant 
could lose by a score which was only a fraction of a point
If
less than that of the winner, and every contestant theoret­
ically was able to receive the highest rating. By using the 
rating plan, less emphasis was placed on the competitive 
aspects of contests, but the educational benefits were con­
sidered to be lacking. To remedy this situation one feature 
of the festival, the rehearsals and performances of the 
massed ensembles under the leadership of outstanding directors, 
was added. The combination of these two activities, the con­
test using the rating plan and the massed ensembles, was 
called the "Competition-Festival." This new movement gained 
popularity quite rapidly, but it was not until 1937 that the 
newly formed Montana Music Educators Association adopted it 
for use in Montana.
In spite of the general acceptance and recognition of 
the name "Competition-Festivals" as referring to the specific 
event just described, the "Competition-Festival" has commonly 
been called "Contest", "Festival", or "Competitive Festival". 
The "Festival" is also called "Non-Competitive Festival".
This varying terminology applies to other names as well as 
those mentioned. The "Judges" of the earlier contests be­
came "Adjudicators" when the competition-festival movement 
was begun, but the name "Judge" still persists. "Contestants" 
became "Competitors" in competition-festivals, but the name 
"Contestant" is still used.
Articles criticising competition-festivals became 
increasingly evident in professional magazines after the last
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war, and it was in the early part of 1950 that the Contest 
Committee of the North Central Association of Colleges and 
Secondary Schools approved a resolution concerning the possible
Llabolition of school music contests. Traugott Rohner inter­
viewed Dr. L. B. Fischer, associate professor of education 
at the University of Illinois and chairman of the committee, 
who stated that the action was not final and that it was meant 
to be in the nature of a study by one division of the North 
Central Association. The resolution brought forth a very 
vigorous response from educators throughout the country.
Typical of the many responses, an editorial written by Mr.
Van Bodegraven^ indicated the inadvisability of a move to 
eliminate the contest element in competition-festivals by 
regulation. The fact was brought out in most of the articles 
concerning contests and in discussions on the subject that 
the final decision on the question of whether to participate 
in contests or not should be made by each school itself.
School authorities may be assisted in making a decision of 
this nature if they have a more complete understanding of the 
competition-festival movement in Montana.
^ Traugott Rohner, editor, "N. C. A. Questions Value 
of Contests," The Instrumentalist. IV (May-June, 1950), *+8.
^ Paul Van Bodegraven, editor, "The Time To Call A 
Halt Is Now," Music Educators Journal. XXXVI (September- 
October, 1950), 23-2?I
THE PROBLEM
This study was undertaken (1) to show the extent of 
school participation in competition-festivals in Montana;
(2) to show the relation of participation and high ratings 
in competition-festivals to certain objective factors; and
(3) to present the attitudes of school administrators and 
music educators concerning competition-festivals in Montana. 
The objective factors include the following: the length of 
time that a director has been in the school; the subjects 
taught by the director; the school’s use of the recommen­
dations of adjudicators; the number of rehearsals held each 
week; and the amount of solo and small ensemble activities 
offered by the school.
The attitudes of neither the high school music 
students nor their parents were included in this study.
Only the administrators of public and private high schools 
in Montana that offered music courses in their curricula, 
and the teachers of those courses contributed to the study. 
Solo and small ensemble events, which are often a part of 
competition-festivals, were not studied. No attempt was 
made to determine how subjective traits or academic prepa­
ration of the director may affect the group’s participation 
in competition-festivals.
Success and successful participation in competition- 
festivals was measured, for the purposes of this study, by
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the rating received. A "I" rating signified success, and a 
"III" rating signified little success. The author, however, 
is fully aware of many other factors that may constitute 
success in competition-festivals.
Adjudicators recommendations are the written sug­
gestions made by each adjudicator, for the benefit of each 
performing group, on methods to be used or procedures to be 
followed that might improve the group musically.
A private music teacher is one not employed by the 
school, but who contributes to the musical training of the 
individual music student.
Entering for comment is a courtesy which is extended 
to musical groups that do not want to be rated, but want to 
take advantage of the comments and recommendations of the 
adjudicators.
The status of musical organizations in competition- 
festivals is their placement in the following categories: 
those organizations with certain ratings, those organizations 
entering for comment, and those not entering.
A first class district is one which has a population 
of eight thousand or more. A second class district is one 
which has a population of one thousand or more and less than 
eight thousand. A third class district is one with a popu­
lation of less than one thousand. Any reference that is made 
to districts hereafter will be made according to these 
definitions.
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The information for this study was secured by means of 
a questionnaire to administrators^ and one to music educators.?
Q
An explanatory letter was sent with each questionnaire. The 
questionnaires were developed by first determining the factors 
in the music education program of the schools that could be 
objectively compared, and then determining the statement that 
appeared most frequently in the literature on the subject con­
cerning the values and weaknesses of competition-festivals.
The questionnaire to administrators and parts II and III of 
the questionnaire to music educators were constructed on the 
basis of these statements.
Questionnaires were sent to 1?6 administrators, and 
ninety, or 51 per cent, responded. This response in terms of 
the classification of the districts was as follows: 71 per
cent of the first class districts; 62 per cent of the second 
class districts; h7 per cent of the third class districts, 
and 17 per cent of the private schools. The questionnaires 
sent to music educators were returned by 126, or 57 per cent 
of the 223 educators to whom they were sent. The following 
returns were made by the districts: 78 per cent of the first
class districts; 67 per cent of the second class districts;
per cent of the third class districts, and ^0 per cent of 
the private schools. The low percentage of the returns.
^ See Appendix A 
/ See Appendix B 
° See Appendix G
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especially from the third class districts and private schools, 
may be due to the fact that many of the schools failing to 
respond have such small enrollments in their music courses 
that they felt that a response was unnecessary.
The Extent of Participation in Competition-Festivals 
in Montana. The percentages of school musical organizations 
that participated in competition-festivals during 1950, either 
for rating or for comment, and those that did not participate, 
are shown in Figure 1 on page 10. The total percentage of 
schools reporting was 6l, but some of the educators, in 
schools with two or more on the music faculty, failed to 
respond. The percentages shown in the figure are based, 
therefore, on the following returns: 58 per cent of the
schools for the bands, brass, and woodwind ensembles; 58.5 
per cent of the schools for the orchestras and string en­
sembles; and 56.8 per cent of the schools for the vocal groups. 
Five of the choruses were shown as a cappella groups in the 
returns; however, for the purposes of this study only the 
groups that were separate and distinct from the mixed choruses 
were entered in the figure as a cappella choruses. The per­
centages of schools having any degree of small ensemble ac­
tivity in their music program were shown in the figure, but 
the number of ensembles in those schools was not shown. The 
schools that indicated previous participation in competition- 
festivals, but did not specifically indicate that they entered
10
competition-festivals in 1950 fof; comment, were shown in this 
figure and in subsequent tables as entering for comment «
Organizations
reporting
Bands
Girls Glee Clubs 
Mixed Choruses 
Boys Glee Clubs 
Orchestras 
A Cappella Choruses 
Brass Ensembles 
Vocal Ensembles 
Woodwind Ensembles 
String Ensembles
□
Percentages 
'0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Participated in Corapetition- 
Festivals in 1950 for rating
Participated in Competition- 
Festivais in 1950 for comment
Did not participate in 
Competition-Festivals in 1950
Figure 1
PERCENTAGES OF MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS 
ENTERING COMPETITION-FESTIVALS FOR 
RATING, FOR COMMENT, OR NOT ENTERING
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The percentages of schools having certain musical 
organizations are shown in Figure 2, page 12. The emphasis 
that is placed on some of these by the schools is very 
evident.
Table I, found on page 13, gives a complete picture 
of the status of musical organizations in the competition- 
festivals held in the state in 1920. The percentages of all 
of the musical organizations in each category, and the per­
centages of the musical organizations in the different dis­
tricts in each category are given in the table. Using the 
bands as an example, the table would be read as follows:
86.3 per cent of the schools that responded had bands; 52.3 
per cent of these bands entered the 1950 competition-festivals 
for rating; 21.6 per cent entered for comment, and 26.1 per 
cent did not enter; 71.’*+ per cent of the bands in first class 
districts received a I rating, none received II, III, or IV 
ratings; 1^.3 per cent entered for comment, and 1U-.3 per cent 
did not enter.
The study showed that 4-8 per cent of the responding 
musical organizations entered the 1920 competition-festivals 
In the state, while p2 per cent of these did not enter. The 
bands, girls glee clubs, and choruses that responded had 63 
per cent of their total number entering competition-festivals; 
and 74 per cent of the bands participated. The second class 
districts that reported had 62 per cent of the girls glee 
clubs, which were equally divided as to participation or
12
Schools renorting 
that had
Bands
Girls Glee Clubs 
Mixed Choruses 
Boys Glee Clubs 
Orchestras 
ACapnella Choruses 
Brass Ensembles 
Vocal Ensembles 
Woodwind Ensembles 
String Ensembles
Percentages 
0 10 20 30 4̂  50 60 70 80 90 100
l i l t
I I I II I I I
Figure 2
PERCENTAGES OF SCHOOLS 
HAVING MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS
13
TABLE I
SCHOOL MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS IN FIRST, SECOND AND 
THIRD CLASS DISTRICTS, AND PRIVATE SCHOOLS ENTERING THE 1950 
COMPETITION-FESTIVALS FOR RATING, FOR COMMENT, OR NOT
ENTERING
ands 3b . 3
53.0
r c n e s t ra s 16.5̂
5.0
34^0
31.4-
8 .7
m52.3 71 .4  24-.5 6 .9  10 0 .0  22 . 4- 124.1  I 0 0 .0  6 .1  10 .3  0 0 .0  4.1  3 .4
2 5 .0 1 8 .6  0 0 .0  0 0 .0  28 .6  17.6  0 0 .0  8 .6  0 0 .0  50.0  00 .0
40 .0  25.8  0 0 .0  40 .0  9 .7  0 0 .0  0 0 .0  12.9  7 .7  0 0 .0  0 0 .0  00 .0
00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0
0 0 .0  14.3  12.5  0 0 .0  0 0 .0  0 0 .0  0 0 .0  0 0 .0  0 0 .0  0 0 .0
00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0
00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0
37 .5  14.3  6 .2  0 0 .0  28 .6  3 7 .5  l 4 . 3  0 0 .0  6 .2  0 0 .0  0 0 .0  0 0 .0  0 0 .0
00.0 00.0 00.0 33.3 00.0 . 00.0 00.0 00.0
52.9 100. 15.0  1 2 .5  0 0 .0  3 5 .0  I 0 0 .0  I 0 0 .0  5 .0  I 12.5  0 0 .0  I 0 0 .0  I 00 .0
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non-participation; and 70 per cent of the hoys glee clubs, 
which had a very low percentage of participation. The or­
chestras were concentrated in the first and second class dis­
tricts, and they participated very little. Brass, vocal, and 
woodwind ensembles were common to all districts in the state 
that reported, and were evenly divided as to participation or 
non-participation. String ensembles were in the first and 
second class districts that reported, and less than half of 
them entered competition-festivals. The private schools re­
sponding had a few girls glee clubs that entered, but their 
musical activities were principally of a non-participating 
nature.
The Relation of Competition-Festival Participation to 
Objective Factors. The factors that influence the partici­
pation of musical organizations in competition-festivals are 
primarily subjective in character, but a few exist that may 
be measured objectively. The comparisons in this portion of 
the study were made to show the amount of correlation between 
definite factors and the status of the musical organizations 
in respect to competition-festivals.
The effect that small ensemble and solo activities had 
upon the status of bands in competition-festivals is shovm in 
Table II. The number of brass and woodwind ensembles, and 
brass and woodwind soloists in the schools varied a great deal, 
but this variation had no significance in the comparisons.
, TABLE II
THE RELATIONSHIP OF SOLO AND ENSEi-ffiLE ACTIVITIES
TO THE STATUS OF BANDS IN COMPETITION-FESTIVALS
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With solo and 
small ensemble 
activities
Without solo and 
small ensemble 
activities
Bands
entering
for
comment
00. 44.4
The relationships shown in this table, with the exception of 
the bands receiving IV ratings, are quite valid, because the 
bands with rating I, the bands with rating XI, those which; 
entered for comment, and those not entering, were nearly 
equal, in number. The percentages are based on the number of 
schools that reported. The high percentage of solo and small 
ensemble activities in the schools with bands receiving rating 
IV seems unusual; but, of the three bands in this category, 
one had received a higher rating at a different festival, and 
the director of another taught music one-quarter of the time. 
The percentages of the ensembles shown that entered competition 
themselves, are as follows: 53 per cent of those in schools
whose bands received I ratings; 37.5 per cent of those in 
schools whose bands received II ratings; none of those in 
schools whose bands received III and IV ratings; 20 per cent
16
. TABLE III
THE RELATIONSHIP OF SOLO AND ENSEMBLE ACTIVITIES TO
THE STATUS OF CHORUSES IN COMPETITION-FESTIVALS
With solo and 
small ensemble 
activities
Without solo and 
small ensemble 
activities
I II III
8 0 .0  36 .8
69.2
27.8
of those in schools whose bands entered for comment; and 20 
per cent of those in schools whose bands did not enter.
The influence of solo and small ensemble activities 
upon the status of choruses is shown in Table III. Here 
again, the presence of any solo and small ensemble activity 
in the schools that responded was the basis for determining 
the percentages. The incidence of participation and success 
rose with the increase in solo and ensemble activities of the 
school. Considering the small ensembles themselves, it was 
found that 80 per cent of the ensembles in schools whose 
choruses received I ratings entered for rating; 75 per cent 
of the ensembles competed that came from schools whose choruses 
received II and III ratings; none of the ensembles in schools 
whose choruses entered for comment participated; and 20 per 
cent of the ensembles competed from schools whose choruses
17
did not enter coffipetition-festivals. The last case was an 
Instance where the school did riot permit large music groups 
to enter competition-festivals. The limitation of these com­
parisons to bands and mixed choruses was considered necessary 
for the reason that these groups were more numerous and their 
percentages of participation in competition-festivals were 
high enough to make the comparisons more authenic. The one 
exception made^ which was interesting, was that all of the 
string ensembles arid string soloists which entered competition- 
festivals were members of Orchestras that received I ratings.
The bearing that the number of years a director had 
taught in the school had on the status of bands and mixed 
choruses in competition-festivals is given in Tables IV and 
V, on page 18. A more valid correlation could have been made 
if the study had taken into consideration the total number of 
years that a director had taught, in addition to the number 
of years that he had taught in the same school. The percent- 
ages are again based upon the number of directors who responded. 
The "question marks" in both tables indicate the directors 
who failed to give the information that was requested; how^ 
ever, these had to be included in order to balance the per­
centages. Table IV is more valid than Table V, due to the 
similarity in the number of directors of the bands in each 
category.
From the figures in Table IV, it was found that W-7 per 
cent of the directors of bands receiving rating I had directed
18
TABLE IV
THE.RELATIONSHIP OF TEACHER TENURE
TO THE STATUS OP BANDS,IN COMPETITION-FESTIVALS
Number of
years that 
the director 
was in same 
position
Bands
receiving rating
16.
16 ,
16.
00.
10.5
5.2
1 0 .5
00.
5.2
1 0 .5  
00. 00.
5.2 5.21
/O11.
33.22.
22.00.
00.
00.
5.5 
00. 
00 .
5.5 
00. 00. 
00.
IV
v r -
U'.
00.
00.
00.
00.
00.
00.
00.
00.
00.
00.
00 .
00.
Bands
entering
for
comment
26. 
21. 
21. _ 
. 5.25.2
5.2 
00. 
00. 
00.
5.2 
00.
5.2 
00.
5.2
Bands
not
entering
^ . 
^8. :
00.
^•300. 
00.
00.
00.
^.300.
00.00. I 
00.
.55: ' TABLE V
-THE RELATIONSHIP OF TEACHER TENURE TO 
THE STATUS OF CHORUSES IN COMPETITION-FESTIVALS
Number of 
years that 
the director 
was in same 
nosition
Choruses
receiving rating
00. 
^0. 
I 30 .
I 00. 
' 20. i 10.00.
00. DO. 00. 20. 00.
I 00. 00. I 00,
Choruses
entering
for
comment
I
23.
7.7
7.7 .00.
7.7 00. 00.
Choruses
not
entering
50.28.
5.5 00. 
00. 
11. 00. 00.
5.5
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their groups for four years or more; 33 per cent of the dir­
ectors of bands receiving rating II had directed their groups 
for four years or more; none of the directors of bands re­
ceiving III and IV ratings had directed their groups four 
years or more; 26 per cent, of the directors of bands entering 
for comment had directed their groups four years or more; and 
9 per cent of the directors of bends not entering had directed 
their groups four years or more.
Using the same procedure with Table V, it was found 
that 30 per cent of the directors of choruses receiving I 
ratings had directed their groups four years or more; 60 per 
cent of the directors of choruses receiving II ratings had 
directed their groups four years or more; 20 per cent of the 
directors of choruses receiving III ratings had directed 
their groups four years or more; 23 per cent of the directors 
of choruses entering for comment had directed their groups. 
four years or more; and 11 per cent of the directors of 
choruses not entering had directed their groups four years 
or more.
Another objective factor concerning the directors 
themselves is shown in Table VI, page 20. The information 
requested of them in the questionnaire concerned the subjects 
that they taught, and not whether their teaching was in high 
schools alone or in both the high schools and elementary 
schools. This omission made it impossible to show the exact 
percentage of those full-time instructors whose work was
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Teaching
full-time
limited to their high school music groups. Many of the re­
sponses had this information included; consequently, the 
approximate percentage of the full-time instructors who 
taught only in high schools was 15.^. The effect of this 
factor is not as great as others; however, as tAé full-time 
directors of groups receiving the highest ratings show as 
the largest percentages, the table may be interpreted to 
indicate that this factor is not entirely ineffective.
The number of rehearsals held each week was believed 
to have some influence upon the status of musical organi- 
zations in competition-festivals. The degree of influence 
is shown in the following two tables. A variation in the 
length of periods in the schools of the state does exist, but
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TABLE VII
THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE NUMBER 
OF REHEARSALS EACH WEEK TO THE 
STATUS OF BANDS IN COMPETITION-FESTIVALS
Rehearsal 
periods 
each week
Bands
receiving rating
1 00.
! 10.5 
! 21.
10.5 
( ?8. 
00.
II _
00.00.
44.
11.
39.^
5.5
Bands
entering Bands
III IV
00. 00. 
00. 33.3 
33.3 i 66.7 
00. I 00. 
66.7 I 00. 00. 00.
for
comment
00.
5.15.8 
10.5 68.4 
" 00.
not
entering—
00.
8.7
13.,
17.4
56.5 
4.3
this study did not take the variation into consideration.
The number of rehearsals held each week had only a 
slight effect upon the status of bands in competition-festivals, 
Table VII shows that more bands, having five rehearsals a 
week, were entered for comment,than the bands that received 
I ratings: and the bands that did not enter were nearly as 
numerous as the bands that received I ratings. The bands 
responding that received III ratings show a high percentage 
in the five-rehearsals-a-week category, but they were too few 
In number to make a comparison valid. The groups holding 
three rehearsals à week may have had sectional rehearsals on 
alternate days, but as only 8 per cent of those responding 
stated definitely that they were doing so, the extent of this 
could not be tabulated.
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TABLE VIII
THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE
NUMBER OF REHEARSALS EACH WEEK TO THE
STATUS OF CHORUSES IN COMPETITION-FESTIVALS
Rehearsal 
periods 
each week
Choruses
receiving rating
Choruses
entering
for
comment
Choruses
not
entering
Tha choral picture was affected somewhat more by the 
number of rehearsals each week. The groups that did not enter, 
entered for comment, or received low ratings, had fewer re- 
hearsals a week than those with the high ratings. None of 
the choruses with high ratings had only one rehearsal à week; 
but the relatively high percentages of choruses which entered 
for comment and/or received III ratings that only had one re­
hearsal a week may be considered significant.
To summarise thé study of the factors that Influence 
musical organizations' participation In competition-festivals 
or their "success" In these events, the facts observed were 
as follows: the Including of solo and small ensemble activ­
ities In the school music program led to participation In, 
and "success" in competition-festivals; the length of time 
that a director had worked with a group did not prove to be
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a strong influence on the group’s status; the status of a 
musical organization was affected somewhat by being taught 
by a full-time director; the fact that so many of the bands 
in all categories held a similar number of rehearsals each 
week made the factor concerning the number of rehearsals a 
week less significant; however, this is not true of the 
choruses, whose status was influenced by more rehearsals a 
week.
The Attitudes of Admini s tra tor s Concerning Competition- 
Festivals, The repetition of statements by music educators 
concerning the advantages and disadvantages of competition- 
festivals has caused many of these statements to become con­
sidered as definite attributes of competition-festivals. An 
evaluation of these statements could be made only by knowing 
the reaction of school administrators and music educators to 
them, and by knowing the manner in which some of the state­
ments were being applied in the schools.
The percentages in the tables in this part of the study 
may appear to be out of proportion at times. The reason for 
this is that the difference of one response from first class 
districts shows as a difference of 20 per cent in the tables; 
which the differences are 2,2 per cent and 2,7 per cent in 
second and third class districts respectively, and 50 per 
cent in the private schools.
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TABLE IX
ADMINISTRATORS' RESPONSES CONCERNING : 
CONTESTS AS GOALS IN MUSIC EDUCATION
I Adminis­
trators 
believing 
Administrators contests
responding
from
all schools
1st cl. dist.
to be a 
goal
Adminis- Admi:
trators trat
believing beli
contests cont
to be to b
incidental both
Adminis­
trators Adminis 
believing ) trators 
contests j making 
to be I no
comment
The fact that many schools placed an unwarranted 
emphasis, on competition-festivals was one of the most severe 
criticisms of the movement. The question, "Are music con-  ̂
test activities in your school a goal in themselves, or are 
they incidental to the program of music education and develop, 
ment?" was asked of the school administrators of the state. 
Their response is shown in Table IX, which indicates that 
some, but not extensive, undue emphasis was placed on com­
petition-festivals in the state in 1950.
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. TABLE X
ADMINISTRATORS' OPINIONS 
. ON THE QUESTION OE CONTESTS BENEFITING 
THEDEVELOPMENT OF THE MUSIC PROGRAM IN THE SCHOOL
Administrators
responding
from
1Adminis- 
Itrators 
1 believing 
i contests 
I to be
Adminis­
trators
believing
contests
not
Adminis­
trators 
believing 
contests 
of some
beneficial | beneficial | benefit
Adminis­
trators
making
no
comment
of all schools 
responding
of 1st class 
district schools 
responding
of 2nd class 
district schools 
responding
of 3rd class 
district schools 
responding
of private
schools
responding
Any evaluation of the contest question would be'in­
complete without the consensus of administrators on the value 
of contests. A good majority of the administrators who re­
sponded definitely believed that contests, or competition- 
festivals, were beneficial; in fact, more than twice as many 
believed that contests were beneficial,as those who believed 
that they were not beneficial.
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TABLE XI
ADMINISTRATORS' RESPON8&.TO THE: 
QUESTION OF CONTEST ACTIVITIES BEING 
DETRIMENTAL TO SCHOOL.AND COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES '
dminis- 
rators 
esponding 
rom
g
a
11 schools
st cl. dist
nd cl. dist
rd cl. dist
rivate
chools
Frequently mentioned as being one of the faults of 
contests was the fact that administrators often objected to 
contests, because of the impossibility of music groups to 
participate in school and community affairs while preparing 
for contests. The quite low percentages of school adminis­
trators that reported in the state who believed that contest 
activities were detrimental to the group's participation in 
school and community activities, as shown in Table XI, indi­
cated that this "fault” was not a "fault" in Montana.
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TABLE XII
THE ADDITION OF TEACHING 
PERSONNEL TO THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT 
AS A RESULT OF RECOMMENDATIONS BY ADJUDICATORS
An advantage of the competitiori-festival movement is 
that the adjudicator, through his written comments and re­
commendations , and because of his added musical experience, 
assists the director and school administrator in developing 
a more complete music program. Table XII shows the per­
centages of schools that added music teachers on the recom- 
medations of adjudicators. This was not a common practice.
A low rating, such as a IV rating, received by a 
musical organization at a competition-festival, has often 
given the group 's director an incentive for self-improvement; 
however, if an administrator used the group's low rating as 
a criterion for not renewing the director's contract, this
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factor was considered to be a disadvantage. The study showed 
that the administrators in Montana who responded did not use 
this in the sense of its being a disadvantage, for only 2 per 
cent failed to renew directors’ contracts because of low 
ratings received by their organizations.
■ A frequent criticism of competition-festivals that 
appeared in professional articles dealt with the lack of 
cooperation between directors and their administrators on 
problems concerning the contests, A few of the outstanding 
problems are put in the form of questions. For example: Did
the time of the contest conflict with the time set for other 
school functions? Was the transportation of the music stu^ 
dents to the contest arranged well in advance? Were all of 
the student musicians eligible to compete? Were the expenses 
for the trip properly provided? Were the results of the con­
test, that is, the ratings receiyed by the groups and the 
comments made by the adjudicators, discussed by the adminis­
trator and the director? Table XIII on page 29, shows the 
administrators’ responses to these questions. The majority 
of the administrators that responded signified that they had 
adequate cooperation from their music directors. The rela­
tively higher percentages of administrators who were not con­
sulted about the expenses may mean that some music departments 
are more self-sufficient in this respect.
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. ' TABLE XIII
ADMINIÊTBAT0R8'. RESPONSES CONCERNING THEIR - 
CONSULTATION WITH DIRECTORS ON.CONTEST PROBLEMS
Adminis- . 
trators
being con­
sulted about 
expenses of 
contests
not being 
consulted
Adminis 
trators 
of all 
schools 
re­
porting
Adminis- Adminis- Adminis­
trators trators trators
of 1st ' ' of 2nd of 3rd
cl. dist. cl. dist. cl. dist, 
re- re- ■ ' re­
porting porting porting
not being 
consulted
making no 
comment
Adminis­
trators 
of pvt. 
schools 
re­
porting
making no 
comment
being con­
sulted about 
trans­
portation 
to contests
. 0.0
100.
being con­
sulted about 
the time of 
the contests
not being 
consulted
making no 
comment
being con­
sulted about 
eligibility 
of students 6l.l
not being 
consulted
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Adjudicators recommendations were put to a better use 
by the schools that responded in the purchase of equipment,' 
and in increasing the music budget. This is shown In Table 
XIV on page 31* The various sections in the table show the 
different kinds of equipment, not the specific amounts of 
each kind, that the school purchased on the strength of ad­
judicators' recommendations. In order to see if this practice 
was effective, a comparison was made of the bands with I 
ratings in the schools that purchased recommended equipment, , 
and the bands with I ratings in the schools that did not do 
so. The study showed that *+6 per cent of the bands in the 
schools that purchased recommended equipment received I 
ratings, whereas 36 per cent, of the bands in schools that 
did not purchase recommended equipment received I ratings.
One fact that was determined by the study, but not included 
in the table, was that 2 per cent of the schools that responded 
purchased choral robes as recommended by the adjudicators.
TABLE XIV
THE ACQUISITION OF MATERIALS 
FOR MUÈICAL INSTRUCTION THROUGH 
THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF ADJUDICATORS
31
increasing the music 
budget through 
recommendations 
of adjudicators 16.7
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The Attitudes of Music Educators Concerning Gompetltlon- 
Festlvals. , The attitudes of music educators concerning the 
values and weaknesses of competition-festivals were learned 
hy having the educators consider the statements for and 
against contests which were made most frequently by music 
educators throughout the country.
The effect; on percentages caused by the difference of 
one response, In a.11 of the tables In this section; are as 
follows: all schools, .8 per cent; first class districts,
7.1 per cent; second class districts, 1.5 per cent; and third 
class districts, 2.^ per cent.
Music educators were presented with a list of nine 
statements concerning the weaknesses of contests, and were 
requested to give a rating to each critical statement as to 
Its relative importance In their opinionsi -- The most .Import­
ant, or outstanding, weakness was to be rated "1st" In the 
list, and the least Important weakness was to be rated "9th". 
Tables XV to XXIII, Inclusive, show the results of the ratings 
given to each statement by the educators responding from the 
separate districts, as well as from all of the schools In the 
state. The educators In the private schools who responded 
were Included In the percentages of all schools, but their 
ratings were not shown separately because of the very small 
percentage of their response.
See Appendix B , II, 1.
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■ 1
^ ^ ^ ^ ^
13.5 3.2 10.3 17.5 7.1 ^.0 4^8 6.3 25.2
1st cl.
B
Medians of the ratings 
all schools 4.51
1st cl. dist. 3.50
2nd cl. dist. 4.6l
rd cl. dist. 4.79
The ratings of this question, determined by the medians, 
were as follows: all schools that responded rated it fourth
in importance; first class districts that responded rated it 
second in importance; second class districts that responded 
rated it fourth in importance; and third class districts that 
responded rated it third in importance.
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TABLE: XVI
MUSIC EDUCA#R8' RATINGS 
OF THE CRITICAL STATEMENT 
"RATING SHEETS NEED REVISION"
Edu­
cators Ratings of the importance of the statement
re- ,
porting No
from 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th comment
all
schools
1st cl.
dist. 0.0 7.1 7.1
10.3 26.2
0.0 1.5
21.4 0.0 14.3 14.3 7.1 21.4
10.8 10.8 16.9 16.9 9.2 4.7 23.1
3rd cl.
dist. 4.9 2.4 9.7 12.2 7.3 12.2 7.3 7.3 2.4
Medians of the ratings 
all schools 6.26
1st cl. dist. 5.83
2nd cl. dist. 6.54
3rd cl. dist. 5.50
34-.1
The ratings of this question, determined by the medians, 
were as follows : all schools that responded rated It seventh
in importance; first class districts that responded rated It 
fifth in Importance; second class districts that responded 
rated it seventh in importance; and third class districts that 
responded rated it sixth in importance.
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TABLE XVII
MUSIC EDUCATORS' RATING 
OF THE CRITICAL STATEMENT 
"RATINGS ARE OVERLY EMPHASIZED"
Edu­
cators Ratings of the Importance of the statement
re- "Ratings are overly emphasized"
porting A  ̂ No
from ' ■ 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th comment
all
schools 23.0 19.1 10.3 7.1 7.1 6.3 1.6 0.0 2.4 23.0
1st cl.
dist. 35.7 21.4 7.1 0.0 7.1 14.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
2nd cl.
dist. 24.6 18.5 7.7 12.3 7.7 6.2 1.5 0.0 3.I 18.5
3rd cl.
dist. 14.6 17.114.6 2.4 7.3 4.9 2.4 0.0 2.4 34.1
Medians of the ratings 
all schools ,2.81
1st cl. dist. 2.33
2nd cl. dist. 2.88
3rd cl. dist. 3.08
% e  ratings of this question, determined by the medians,
were as follows: all schools that responded rated It second
In importance; first class districts that responded rated it 
first in Importance; second class districts that responded 
rated it second in importance; and third class districts that 
responded rated It second In importance.
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TABLE XVIII
MUSIC EDUCATORS' RATING OF THE CRITICAL 
STATEMENT "JUDGES ARE NOT INFORMED OR FAMILIAR" 
WITH THE DIFFERENT CONDITIONS IN COMPETING SCHOOLS
Edu-
cators Ratings of the importance of the statement
re- , "Judges are not familiar
porting No
from 1st 2nd 3rd ^th 5th • 6th 7th 8th 9th comment
all
schools
1st cl. 
dist.
2nd cl. 
dist.
3rd cl. BII■
The ratings of this question, determined by the medians, 
were as follows: all schools that responded rated it first
in Importance; first class districts that responded rated it 
third In Importance; second class districts that responded 
rated it first in Importance; and third class districts that 
responded rated it first in Importance.
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TABLE XIX
MUSIC EDUCATORS’ RATINGS 
OF THE CRITICAL STATEMENT 
"TOO MANY CONTESTANTS FROM TOO LARGE AN AREA"
Edu­
cators Ratings as to the importance of the statement
re- "Too many contestants from too large an area"
porting No
from 1st 2nd 3rd ^th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th comment
1st cl.
2nd cl. 
dist.
3rd cl.
Medians of the ratings 
all schools 6,27
1st cl. dist. 7.66
2nd cl. dist. 6.33
3rd cl. dist. 5.33
The ratings of this question, determined by thé medians, 
vere as followss all schools that responded rated it sixth 
in Importance; first class districts that responded rated it 
eighth In Importance; second class districts that responded 
rated It sixth In Importance; and third class districts that 
responded rated It fourth In Importance*
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TABLE XX
MUSIC EDUCATORS' RATINGS 
■ OF THE CRITICAL STATEMENT 
"TOO MUCH TIME SPENT ON A LIMITED REPERTOIRE"
cators Ratings as to the importance of the statement
re- "Too much time spent on a limited repertoire"
porting No
from • 1st 2nd 3rd M-th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th comment
1st cl. 
dist.
2nd cl. 
dist.
3rd cl. ■
Medians of the ratings 
all schools 4-. 5
1st cl. dist. 5
2nd cl. dist. î-.O
3rd cl. dist. 5.63
The ratings of this question, determined by the medians, 
were as follows; all schools that responded rated it third 
in importance; first class districts that responded rated it 
fourth in importance; second class districts that responded 
rated it third in importance; and third class districts that 
responded rated it seventh in importance.
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TABLE XXI
MUSIC EDUCATORS' RATINGS 
OF THE CRITICAL STATEMENT 
"THERE IS A PUBLIC APATHY TOWARD CONTESTS"
Edu­
cators Ratings as to the importance of the statement
re- "There is a public apathy toward contests"
porting No
from 1st 2nd 3rd k-th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th comment
1st cl.
dist. 0.0 7.1 1^.3 0.0 0.0
3rd cl. 
dist. 2 , h 2 .1+
Medians of the ratings 
all schools 7.1̂ 3
1st cl. dist. 7.25 ' /
2nd cl. dist.-.. 7.50
3rd cl. dist. 7.75
The ratings of this question, determined by the medians, 
were as follows: all schools that responded rated it eighth
in importance; first class districts that responded rated it 
seventh in importance; second class districts that responded 
rated it eighth in importance; and third class districts that 
responded rated it eighth in importance.
; TABLE XXII
MUSIC EDUCATORS' RATINGS 
OF THE CRITICAL STATEMENT "CLASSES MISSED BY 
STUDENTS IS A FACTOR MUCH IS DETRIMENTAL TO THE STUDENTS"
Edu­
cators Ratings as to the importance of the statement
re- "Classes missed...."
porting No
from 1st 2nd 3rd ^th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th comment
all
schools
1st cl. 
dist.
2nd cl.
28.6
34.1
Medians of the ratings 
all schools 9.03
1st cl. dist. 8.75
2nd cl. dist. 9.13
3rd cl. dist. 8.50
The ratings of this question, determined by the medians, 
ŵ ere as follows: all schools that res;ponded rated lb ninth
In Importehice; first class districts that responded rated It 
ninth In Importance; second class districts that responded 
rated It ninth In Importance; and third class districts that 
responded rated It ninth :ia Importance.
TABLE XXIII
MUSIC EDUCATORS" RATINGS 
THE CRITICAL STATEMENT "COMPETITION 
EXISTS WHERE A MORE COOPERATIVEVSpIRIT IS ESSENTIAL"
Edu­
cators Ratings of the critical statement
re- ,"Competition exists...."
porting No
from 1st 2nd 3rd 4th ^th 6th 7th 8th 9th comment
' # # # # # # 3% # #
all
schools 7.9 9.5 8.7 7.9 10.3 11.1 7.1 7.1 6.3 23.9
1st cl,
dist. 7.1 7.1 7.1 0.0 14.3 21.4 1443 0.0 0.0 21.4
7.7 13.8 7.7 10.8 6.2 12.3 6.2 '7.7 20.0
3rd cl. 
dist. 9.7 .7 4.9 14.6 2.4 4.9
Medians of the ratings 
all schools 5.10
1st cl. dist. 6.17
2nd cl, dist. 5.00
3rd cl, dist. 5.33
The ratings of this question, determined by the medians,
were as followss all schools that responded rated it fifth 
In Importance; first class districts that responded rated It 
sixth in importance; second class districts that responded 
rated It fifth In Impdrtance; and third class districts that 
responded rated It fifth In Importance,
k-2
The arrangement of the statements in the order of their 
importance to the music educators in the state, based on the 
medians of the ratings made by all of the educators who re­
sponded, is as follows:
1. Judges are not informed or familiar with the 
different conditions in competing schools.
2. Ratings,are overly-emphasized.
3. Too much time spent on a limited repertoire.
4. Participants do not hear other contestants.
5. Competition exists where a more cooperative 
spirit is essential.
6. Too many contestants from too large an area.
7. Rating sheets need revision.
8. There is a public apathy toward contests.
9. Classes missed by students Is a factor which 
is detrimental to the student.
^3
The statements concerning the values of contests^^ 
were rated in a manner similar to the one tised in rating the 
weaknesses. Tables XXIV to XXX, inclusive, show the results 
of the ratings given to each statement by the educators re­
sponding from the separate districts, as well as from all of 
the : schools in the state. Here again, the educators, responding 
from the private schools were not considered separately.
See Appendix B, II, 2.
TABLE XXIV
MUSIC EDUCATORS' RATINGS 
OF THE STATEMENT "MOTIVATION AND 
STIMULATION TO STUDENTS I8 VERY GOOD"
Educators
responding
from
all schools
Ratings as to the importance of 
the statement "Motivation...."
No
1st ' 2nd 3rd ^th 5th 6th 7th comment
fo % % % \ .% \ % \ % \ .%
39 .7  15.9  6 .3  2.4^ 8 .7  | ^ ^ 6  2 .4  19.8
Ê m
Medians of the ratings 
all schools 2.03
1st cl. dist. 1.67
2nd cl. dist. 1.17
3rd cl. dist. 2,l4
The ratings of this question, determined by the medians, 
were as follows: all schools that responded rated it first
In Importance; first class districts that responded rated It 
first In Importance; second class districts that responded 
rated It first In Importance; and third class districts that 
responded rated It first In Importance.
TABLE XXV -
MUSIC EDUCATORS' RATING 
OF THE STATEMENT "PROMOTES PERFORMANCE OF A 
BETTER GRADE OF MUSIC THAN WOULD ORDINARILY BE USED"
Educators
responding
from
all schools
1st cl. dist.
2nd cl, dist.
3rd cl. dist.
Ratings as to the importance of
the statement "Promotes performance...."
No
1st 2nd 3rd >+th 5th 6th 7th comment
# # # 
10.3 12.7 9.5 11.9
all schools 
1st cl. dist. 
2nd cl. dist. 
3rd cl. dist.
Medians of the ratings 
4^70 
5.30 5.10 
h , h l
The ratings of this question, determined by the medians, 
were as follows: all schools that responded rated if fifth
in Importance; first class districts that responded rated it 
fifth in importance; second class districts that responded 
rated it sixth in importance, and third class districts that 
responded rated it fourth in importance.
TABLE XXVI
MU8TC EDUCATORS' RATINGS
OF THE STATEMENT "PROVIDES AN 
OPPORTUNITY FOR DIRECTORS TO BETTER EVALUATE THEIR WORK"
Educators
responding
from
Ratings as to the importance of the 
statement "Provides an opportunity...."
1st 2nd 3rd ^th 5th 6th 7th comment
Medians of the ratings 
all schools U-.M-5
1st cl. dist. 5.00
2nd cl, dist. ^.60
3rd cl. dist. 3.83
The ratings of this question, determined by the medians, 
were as followst all schools that responded rated it fourth 
In Importance; first class districts that responded rated It
fourth in importance; second class districts that responded 
rated it fifth in importance; and third class districts that 
responded rated it third in importance.
4?
TABLE XXVII
MUSIC EDUCATORS' RÀTINGS ^
OF THE STATEMENT "PROVIDES STIMULUS ,
TO A DIRECTOR TO IMPROVE TEACHING PROCEDURES"
Educators
responding
from
all schools
1st cl. dist.
2nd cl, dist,
3rd cl, dist,
all schools 
1st cl, dist, 
2nd cl, dist, 
3rd cl, dist.
Ratings as to the importance of the 
statement "Provides stimulus,.,,".
No
Da
m
Medians of the ratings 
4,976.00 
4,55 5.20
The ratings of this qtiestlon^ determined by the medians, 
were as follows: all schools that responded rated it sixth
In Importance; first class districts that responded rated It 
sixth In Importance; second class districts that responded
rated it fourth in importance; and third class districts that 
responded rated it seventh in importance.
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TABLE XXVIII
MUSIC EDUCATORS' RATINGS 
OF THE STATEMENT "OFFERS AN 
OPPORTUNITY FOR RECOGNITION OF WORTHWHILE ATTAINMENT"
Educators
responding
from
Ratings as to the importance of the 
statement "Offers an opportunity...."
No
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th comment
21.4 7.'1 14.3 0.0
m
Medians of the ratings 
all schools 4.20
1st cl. dist. 4.00
2nd cl. dist, 4.17
3rd cl. dist. 4.62
The ratings of this question, determined by the medians, 
were as follows; all schools that responded rated It third 
In importance; first class districts that responded rated it 
third in importance; second class districts that responded 
rated it third in importance; and third class districts that 
responded rated it fifth in importance.
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TABLE XXIX
MUSIC EDUCATORS’ RATINGS 
OF THE,STATEMENT "SETS UP,TANGIBLE 
OBJECTIVES FOR BOTH STUDENTS AND DIRECTORS"
Ratings as to the importance of the 
statement "Sets up tangible...."
No
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th coînment
Educators
responding
from
IIBBI
all schools 
1st cl. dist. 
2nd cl. dist, 
3rd cl, dist.
Medians of the ratings 
3.74 
3.50 3.82 
3.33
The ratings of this question, determined by the medians, 
were as follows: all schools that responded rated it second
in Importance; first class districts that responded fated It 
second in importance; second class districts that responded 
rated it second in importance; and third class districts that 
responded rated It second In importance.
0̂
g 1
m
3rd cl. dist.
Medians of the ratings 
all schools 5.37
1st cl, dist. 6.00
2nd cl. dist. 5.21
3rd cl. dist. 4.79
14.3
12.3
29.3
The ratings of this question, determined .by the medians, 
were as follows: all schools tha^ responded rated it seventh
In importance; first class districts that responded rated it 
seventh in Importance, second class districts that responded 
rated it seventh in importance, and third class districts 
that responded rated it sixth in importance.
The arrangements of the statements In the order of 
their importance to the music educators in the state, based 
on the medians of the ratings made by all of ‘the educators 
who responded, is as follows:
1. Motivation and stimulation to students 
is very good.
2. Sets up tangible objectives for both 
students and directors.
3. Offers ah opportunity for recognition 
of worthwhile attainment.
h . Provides an opportunity for directors to 
better evaluate their work.
5. Promotes performance of a better grade 
of music than would ordinarily be used.
6. Provides stimulus to a director to improve 
teaching procedures.
7. Students hear more worthwhile music.
2̂
TABLE XXXI
MUSIC EDUCATORS» OPINIONS OF 
PARTICIPATION AS A MOTIVATING FACTOR TO STUDENTS
Rating 
partici­
pation 
as being 
of little 
imnortance
Rating 
partici­
pation 
as being 
very im- 
ortant
Rating 
partici­
pation 
as being 
imnortant
Making
no
comment
Educators
responding
from
35.7
^1.5
39.0
50.0
36.5
35.7
36.9
36.6
33.3
21.^
10.8
7.3
0.0
12.7
7.1
10.8
17.1
The questions in part III of the music educators 
questionnaire^^ were used in an attempt to measure more 
accurately the attitudes of directors in respect to the 
commonly named values and weaknesses of contests. The first 
question, "How would you rate participation as a motivating 
factor in the development of your music program?", did not 
define the kind of participation that was meant; and be­
cause of this error, no special significance can be attached 
to the response. The results, in Table XXXI, show that only 
a few directors believed some sort of participation to be 
unimportant.
"Xr See Appendix B, III.
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TABLE XXXII
MUSIC EDUCATORS' COMPARISONS OF 
STUDENT MOTIVATION IN FESTIVALS AND CONTESTS
Educators responding
all schools
1st class districts
2nd class districts
3rd class districts
private schools -
Stating 
festivals 
motivate 
students 
as well as
K W M M lT S le iii
Stating 
festivals 
do not 
motivate 
students 
as well as
Making
B W J iiM ita n w :
68,2
57.1
71.5
65.9
83.3
17.5
35.7
16.9
14^3
12.3
The comparative motivating power of contests and festi­
vals to music students was determined by asking the directors
vi...  ̂ Y  : ^
the question, "In your opinion, do festivals bring about 
proper motivation of music students equally as well as con­
tests?" The lack of a precise definition of "festivals" may 
have caused some question in the minds of the respondents as 
to whether the festivals were competitive or non-competitive; 
but regardless of this posslbllltyf the predominant feeling 
among music educators in the state, as shown in Table XXXII, 
was that festivals are as good a motivating factor to the , 
students as are contests. This feeling seemed to be unusual 
insomuch as the rating given to the motivating influence of
5^
contests to students showed it to be the most important ad-
12vantage of the contest. .
See page .
TABLE XXXIII
MUSIC EDUCATORS» OPINIONS ON THE VALUE OF 
CONTESTS IN PROMOTING THE PERFORMANCE OF BETTER MUSIC
Believing
contests
promote
better
music
Not believing
contests
promote
better
music
Making
no
comment
Educators responding 
from
The response to the question, "Does the contest pro­
mote the performance of better music by your groups or Indi­
viduals?" showed a recognition of this feature which was not 
accomplished in the ratings in Table XXV^^, where it was 
rated fifth in importance. When asked directly, a consider­
ably greater number of directors believed that contests do 
promote the use of better music than those who believed that 
contests do not. The directors in the larger schools were 
evenly divided in their beliefs for or against the question, 
but the directors of smaller schools were more emphatic in 
their approval of the question.
13 See page 4^.
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TABLE XXXIV
mSIC EDUCATORS' OPINIONS ON 
STUDENTS BENEFITING FROM HEARING OTHER CONTESTANTS
Educators responding 
from
Believing 
students 
benefit 
from hearing 
other
contestants
Not believing 
students 
benefit 
from hearing 
other
contestants
Making
no
comment
all schools
1st class districts
2nd class districts
21A
32.3
71.̂
n.8
7.1
13.8
A widespread criticism of competition-festivals is
that the members of the participating groups fail to hear
the other groups in performance, thereby missing one of the
greatest educational benefits of the festival. Table XXXIV
reveals that this problem has not been overcome in Montana.
The figures in this table agree quite well with the rating
1*+given to the question in Table XV . The directors in first 
class district schools rated the weakness second in importance, 
and their response here shows no variation in their opinions. 
The directors in second class district schools rated the 
question fourth, and this too compares with the figures of
irr See page 33.
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this table; while the comparison of the two tables in respect 
to directors of third class district schools shows a close 
similarity.
h h Ib
1st class districts
,2nd class districts
3rd class districts
private schools
50.0
49.2
58.5
66.7
42.9
32.3
12.2
0.0
29.3
33.3
More them twice as many directors stated that they 
considered contests to be stlmuiatlhg to the Improyement of 
their'teaching procédures than those who stated the opposite. 
This same question was rated low in yalne in Table XX7II 
bnt there it was a matter of relative importance, and the 
figures in Table 3330^, show à more exact opinion than do the 
ratings.
See page 47.
TABLE XXXVI
MUSIC EDUCATORS' RESPONSES CONCERNING
PREPARATION Tlfffi FOR CONTEST PARTICIPATION
all schools
1st class districts
2nd class districts
3rd class districts
private schools
38.1
57.1
36.6
0.0
47.7
83.3
14.3
13.8
26.8
The problem of having sufficient time in which to pre­
pare musical groups for contests has been a concern of many 
directors, but the difficulty has been overcome by a majority 
of the directors in Montana, even though.the majority is a 
small one. The problem seemed to be more acute in the smaller 
schools where less specialization of teaching may have been 
the cause. These facts are clearly illustrated in Table XXXVI,
A criticism of competition-festivals which was quite
frequently mentioned in the section devoted to remarks was 
that concerning adjudicators, and it was the directors in
the larger schools who were the most critical. The fact that 
educators, in the rating of the weaknesses of contests, con­
sidered one phase of adjudication to be the greatest weakness
of Gompetltion-festivals makes these comments more tinder-
17'standahle. The nümber of directors, who, in their remarks, 
definitely stated that they were in favor of contests* was 
slightly greater than the numher of directors who were in 
favor of festivals. In fact, the ratio was 15:13 in favor 
of contests.
See page 29. fs6j
OBSERVATIONS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOmENDATIONS
The study showed that. W  per cent of all of the high 
school musical organizations in the state that were reported 
in the responses to the questionnaires participated in com­
petition-festivals in 1950. The organizations which were 
the most numerousf namely, the bands, girls glee clubs, and 
mixed choruses, had 63 per cent of their total number parti­
cipating. The bands along had per cent of their total 
number entered in competition-festivals during the year *
The part of the investigation concerning the relation­
ship of certain objective factors to the status of musical 
organizations in competition-festivals revealed some inter­
esting facts. These were: The influence that the inclusion
of solo and small ensemble activities in the school had upon 
the betterment of the ratings of bands and choruses in com­
petition-festivals, or even their participation was very great. 
The influence that being under the leadership of a full-time 
director had upon the status of an organization affected 
choruses more than it did the bands, but it was of less im- 
portance. The number of rehearsals held each week was of 
little significance to the status of bands in competition- 
festivals, and it was Only slightly more significant to the 
status of choruses. The number of years that an organization 
had been under the leadership of the same director was a 
fairly strong influence to its status in'competition-festivals,
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Tile majority of school administrators in the state 
who responded stated the facts and opinions as follows:
They believed that music contests were beneficial to the 
development of the program of music education in their 
schools. They believed that contest activities were in­
cidental to the development of the program of music education 
and not goals in themselves. They stated that contest ac^ 
tivltles were not detrimental to school and community acti­
vities, They stated that low ratings received by the music 
groups, of their schools have not influenced them in the non- 
renewal of directors' contracts, and that they have adequate 
cooperation from directors on problems concerning contests. 
They indicated that the recommendations of the adjudicators 
are not followed extensively in the purchase of equipment 
for the music department! The principal criticism that was 
made of competition-festivals by administrators in their 
comments was that the expenses of the long trips that are 
often necessary to attend contests are excessive.
The consensus of music educators was that the greatest 
faults of the contests were, in the order of their Importance; 
(1) Judges are not informed or familiar with the different 
conditions in competing schools; (2) Ratings are overly- 
emphasized; (3) Too much time spent on a limited repertoire; 
and (4) Participants do not hear other contestants. Their 
ratings of the values of contests were as follows: (1) the
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motivating influence of contests to students; (2) the fact 
that contests set up tangible objectives for both students 
and directors; (3) the fact that contests offer an oppor­
tunity for recognition of worthwhile attainment; and (*+) the 
fact that contests provide an opportunity for directors to 
better evaluate their work.
Directors believed that some sort of participation was 
necessary to motivate students, and that the festival can 
accomplish this as well as the contest. The majority of the 
directors believed that contests promote the use of better 
music, and stimulate the improvement of teaching procedures. 
The feeling was predominant among music educators that too 
few music students took advantage of the benefits provided 
by hearing other contestants, and that the directors them­
selves did not have enough time in which to prepare their 
groups for contest participation. Their principal criticism 
of contests of which special mention was made,was concerning 
deficiencies in adjudication.
The objective factors that influenced the improvement 
of ratings, or the participation, of musical organizations in 
competition-festivals might well be considered essential to 
the development of a well-rounded program of music education 
in all of the schools.
The competition-festival movement is acceptable to 
the majority of music educators in the state, and very
6%+
acceptable to the school administrators who responded. The 
benefits of the movement are generally recognized; however, 
these benefits may decrease unless measures are taken by 
music educators to correct the outstanding weaknesses which 
they themselves believe to be inherent in the competition- 
festival movement. It is recommended, therefore, that 
future study be made of the outstanding weaknesses which 
were determined by this study in order to eliminate these 
weaknesses.
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APPENDIX A
A COPY OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE SENT TO ADMINISTRATORS
Name of School   ,________________
1. Are music contest activities in your school a goal in them­
selves, or are they incidental to the program of music edu­
cation and development?   '
2. Are you satisfied that Contests have been beneficial to 
the development of your music program?___________ ____ _
3, Are the music contest activities in your school detrimental 
to the group's participation in school or community activi- 
' ties?     -
*+. Nhàt equipment has been purchased by the school for the 
music department as a result of adjudicators comments?
a. Instruments (specifically) ____________
b. Uniforms or choral robes '__ '
c. Increased budgetary allowance for music
d. Miscellaneous (recording machines, record
players, etc,________________    .
5, What teaching personnel has been added to your staff as a 
result of recommendations of adjudicators? _________ ___
6. Has a low rating received by any of. your music groups at 
contests been a contributing factor in the non-renewal, of 
a teacher * s contract?^ -_____________ ______
7, Have you been completely informed and/or consulted con­
cerning the preparation for, the participation in, or the 
results of a contest?
a. Budget (Expenses) _______ .   -
b. Transportation,
c. Time of contests (date, any conflicting
school activity)
d. Eligibility of contestants
e. Results (rating sheets or adjudicators
comments)_________________ _
8. Further comments:
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APPENDIX B
 ̂ A . COPY OF THE QUESTIOmAIRÉ 8ÉNT TO MD8IC EDUCATORS
School . , City____  '
Name of Instructor Courses Taught
._________________ . : Time in Present Position
I -
Check and complete the parts of the folloVing forms which con^ cern the groups you direct.
Large Groups Enrol­ment
Rehearsal 
periods 
per week.
No: of years I Ratings rec. 1:of Festival 1950; or entry 
Bàrticipatlonjfor comment ^
Band
Orchestra
Choir(Mixed Chj
A Cappella
Boys Glee Club
Girls Glee Club
List Small 
Ensembles
Credit
granted?
School Instruction only; 
or do Private Teachers 
in the Community Assist?
Ratings rec^ in 
1950; dr was en­
try for comment?
1 ;
2
4 ' 5 -
5 — ---- ----- -.- .^ "
Soloists 
Vocal 
Strings 
Woodwind 
Brass
Percussion
Number of
Do private, teachers in Community assist
Comment s :
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APPENDIX B
continued,.
II
1. Below are listed some of the most frequent criticisms of 
music contests. Will you please rate these criticisms in 
the order of their importance. Let the most outstanding 
weakness be numbered 1, and so on to the least important,
9. If there are other criticisms which you believe to be 
Important, add them to the list and rank them.
( ) Participants do not hear other contestants.
( ) Hating sheets need revision.
( ) Ratings are overly-emphasized.
( ) Judges are not informed or familiar with the
different conditions in competing schools,
( ) Too many Contestants from too large an area.
( ) Too much time spent on a limited repertoire,
( ) There is a public apathy toward contests.
( ,) Classes missed by students is a factor which
is detrimental to the student.
( ) Competition exists where a more cooperative
spirit is essential,
2. Listed below are the values which are usually attributed 
to the contest. Will you rate these according to import
tance, from most important, 1, to least important, 7»
( ) Motivation and stimulation to students is very good.
( ) Promotes performance of a better grade of music 
than would ordinarily be used.
( ) Provides an opportunity for directors to better
evaluate their work.
( ) Provides stimulus to a director to improve
teaching procedures.
( ) Offers an opportunity for recognition of worth­
while attainment.
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APPENDIX D 
continued..
II
( )Sets up tangible objectives for both students 
and directors,
( )Students hear more worthwhile music,
APPENDIX B 
III
In the following questions will you encircle the word of your 
choice which follows the question.
1. How would you rate participation as a motivating 
factor in the development of your musical program?
(a) very important (b) important (c) of little
importance
2. In your opinion, do festivals bring about proper 
motivation Of music students equally as well as 
contests?
(a) Yes (b) No
3. Does the contest promote performance of better 
music by your groups or individuals?
(a) Yes (b) No "
4^ Do you believe that enough students get the
maximum benefits from hearing other"Contestants?
(a) Yes (b) No
5. Do contests provide sufficient stimulus to you to 
improve your teaching procedures?
(a) Yes (b) No
6. Do you have ample time to prepare your groups for 
contest participation?
(a) Yes (b) No
IV
Remarks :
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APPENDIX C
A GOPŸ OF THE LETTER ACCOMPANYING . EACH QUESTIONNAIRE
18 Lake Street 
Missoula, Monts 
March 12, 1951
A survey is being made of School. Music Competition- 
Festivals in Montana. The information gathered from all of 
the administrators and music educators in the state will pro­
vide material for a valid study of this controversial subject.
Your attitudes, together with the information you supply 
by means of the enclosed questionnaire, are necessary for the 
completion of the study. It is desirable that the information 
be furnished whether your school participates in Music Com- 
petition-Festivals or not, so please complete and return the 
questionnaire prior to March 28. All information will be cone- 
sidered confidential.
At the request of the Graduate School, a digest of this 
study will be prepared, with the view of its possible publi­
cation. If you wish to receive a personal copy of the digest, 
indicate your return address on the reply enyelope.
Sincerely ypurs, .
Robert W, Fransham.
